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Abstract (en)
A multipurpose support for visual communication implements comprising a fixing clip for mounting it on a front molding, a riser or a shelf, a rotatable
coupling between said clip and an orientable arm equipped with coupling means with a visual communication implement, characterized in that
said fixing clip is in the form of a peg with jaws covered with grooved pads of elastomer, an arm of which forms a bracket orthogonal to the peg's
arms; a base is pivotally mounted through a hole of said bracket and turnable about a first axis normal to said bracket by forcing the surmounting of
cooperating ridges and indentations coordinately present on juxaposed coupling surfaces of said turnable base and of said bracket; said orientable
arm is pivotally mounted on said turnable base and rotatable about a second axis orthogonal to said first axis, by forcing the surmounting of
cooperating ridges and indentations coordinately present on opposite coupling surfaces of said turnable base and orientable arm. <IMAGE>
The fixing clip is formed as a peg (2) with jaws (3,4) covered with elastomeric grooved pads. One arm of the peg is bent to form a base plate (8)
orthogonal to the arms. The turnable base (9) is mounted on the base plate using co-operating ridges and indentations formed on the assembling
surfaces. The orientable arm (11) is pivotally mounted on the base and has a shank termination (16) with a polygonal cross-section for fitting into an
adapter socket (13).
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